The light field
The illuminant has many properties such as intensity, direction, spectral composition, diffuseness, and the number of luminous sources. Changes in any of these properties may cause changes in the light scattered towards the eye, thereby changing the pattern of intensity. In the present study, we are interested in the`mode' of lighting or diffuseness', and we examine the effects of lighting modes on the perception of the illumination direction. Light beams can be directional when they come from a narrow range of directions like those from the Sun, or they can be diffuse when they come from an extended source such as overcast sky. Most of the light encountered in daily life is somewhere between these two extremes. Collimated beams have a very small angular spread. With this type of lighting, it is only surfaces that are exposed to the source which receive illumination. Thus one side of the object receives rays, whereas the other side is covered by body shadow. The irradiance of a surface is proportional to the cosine of the inclination angle with respect to the direction of incident light (figure 1, top). The other extreme mode is light that is completely diffuse (Ganzfeld), like a polar white-out. Since under this lighting mode the rays come from all directions, the shading effect is not immediately revealed. Midway between the collimated and completely diffuse beams is the hemispherical diffuse light that enters from one half space, as realized approximately by an overcast sky. No proper body shadow is generated under this lighting ( figure 1, bottom) . The entire surface of a sphere receives at least some radiation, but the shading effect is much shallower than in the case of collimated lighting; in other words, the surface irradiance decreases more gradually as the surface inclination increases than is the case with the collimated mode (for details, see Gershun 1939; .
Reflection from material surface
Light scattered from a material surface depends critically on how radiation interacts with the surface material. Lambert (1760) first formulated the law of ideal diffuse reflection. Incident rays penetrate the surface interface and encounter microscopic inhomogeneities, and are repeatedly reflected and refracted at boundaries between regions of different refractive indices. When this internal scattering mechanism produces constant, equal surface radiance in all possible directions, we have Lambertian reflection, which is a reasonably good approximation of reflection from actual matte surfaces. For reason of ease of implementation rather than of physical plausibility, Lambertian diffuse surfaces were preferentially used in many psychophysical studies of color or lightness constancy (Arend and Reeves 1986; Arend and Goldstein 1987; Wandell 1991, 1992) and in shape from shading (Todd and Mingolla 1983; Mingolla and Todd 1986; Horn and Brooks 1989; Mamassian and Kersten 1996) . However, many surfaces encountered in the everyday environment not only have scattering due to internal scattering (body scattering) but they also have reflection occurring at the interface between the material and the surrounding medium (Fresnel reflection). The dichromatic reflection model (Shafer 1985 ) is a reasonable approximation of these two processes, in which radiation reflected from a material surface is taken as the sum of the two componentsöthe interface and body reflections.
Although body and interface reflections cover a large part of the physical aspects of light scattering, they are not sufficient to explain all aspects of surface reflection that are critical for the appearance of surfaces. Light scattering can also be changed considerably by geometrical factors such as surface roughness, and viewing and illumination directions, leading to a change in the distribution of the radiance received from the surface. For a better understanding of light scattering from a material surface, reflection must be treated as a composite function of the optical properties of surface material, the illumination condition, and the geometry. In practice, a commonly used method to examine light scattering from a material surface is to analyze the BRDF (bidirectional reflectance distribution functionöNicodemus et al 1977), which is defined as the ratio of the radiance of the remitted beam to the irradiance of the surface cause by the incident beam as a function of incident and exit angles. The BRDF is an approximately complete specification of the scattering properties of a surface, capturing the major Figure 1 . Polyhedra used in experiment 1. Polyhedra at the top were rendered under collimated lighting whereas those at the bottom were rendered under hemispherical diffuse lighting (in both cases, the direction of the light source were 458 both in azimuth and elevation). All polyhedra had a perfectly diffuse reflectance.
aspects of material appearance (diffuse versus specular, isotropic versus anisotropic, smooth versus rough surfaces, and so on). Exceptions include translucent materials. Recently, Pont and te Pas (submitted) have proposed 4 theoretical BRDFs that represent 4 generic types of material surfaces: diffuse reflection (blotting paper), specular reflection (anything glossy), backscattering (rough plaster), and asperity scattering (peach skin or velvet) (top photos in figures 5 through 8). Notice that what gives rise to different feels of surface properties is the overall pattern of intensity distribution over the surface. Unlike many of the BRDFs simulated in computer graphics or computer vision areas, these BRDFs are both physically plausible and feasible.
Experiments
The intrinsic-image models (Bergstrom 1977; Barrow and Tenenbaum 1978; Adelson and Pentland 1990 ) are similar to Marr's notion of 2Ã Ä sketches and suggest that an appropriate role of early visual processing is to describe image intensities in terms of the intrinsic scene characteristics or the underlying physical causes such as surface reflectance, surface orientation, and illumination direction. The illumination direction is one of the most important parameters in image formation because it plays a pivotal role in converting geometric variations in objects' surfaces or scene layouts (orientation, depth, or shape) into intensity variations in the retinal image by determining the amount of light irradiating on the surface. We conducted two experiments to test how the recovery of the illumination direction from images of 3-D shapes differed with the light field (experiment 1) and the surface material type (experiment 2). If the visual system were indeed able to estimate it well enough as the intrinsic-image models suggest, the results would be the same for different conditions. The results indicate that this is not the case.
Experiment 1
The perception of the direction of illumination in 3-D shapes was examined for different modes of lighting. Two questions were raised in experiment 1: is the estimate of the direction of illumination influenced by different modes of lighting, eg collimated and hemispherical diffuse? How does the ability to extract the direction of illumination vary with differing azimuth and elevation components of test illumination direction? Here, the term`azimuth' is used for the extent of angular rotation of an illumination direction with respect to the horizontal axis of the image plane, the angle formed by the lines OP and Ox, the projection of the direction vector and the horizontal axis in figure 2, respectively, whereas`elevation' refers to the extent of angular rotation of an illumination direction from the image plane, the angle between OL and OP, the direction vector, and the image plane. Azimuth is an angle formed by the projection of the direction vector on the image plane (OP) and the horizontal axis (Ox). Elevation refers to an angle between the direction vector and the image plane, OL and OP, respectively.
2.1 Method 2.1.1 Stimuli. The stimuli were simulations of two rotating polyhedra (figure 1), one being a regular polyhedron (dodecahedron) with 12 regular pentagon faces and the other being a randomly triangulated sphere, projected orthographically onto the two halves of a CRT screen. Rotation was applied because this enhances the 3-D impression of the shape and provides many different views of the shape under a given direction of illumination; this procedure prevents the stimulus presentation being dominated by a particular choice of the pose of the shape that could happen in the case of a single, static view. The maximum size of the edges of the dodecahedron on the plane of projection was 1.0 deg in visual angle at a viewing distance of 80 cm. Perfectly diffuse reflectance of 0.5 without any specular components was used as the reflectance of the surface of the polyhedral faces. Two lighting modesöcollimated and hemispherical diffuseöwere used to render the faces of the two polyhedra. Since the two polyhedra were taken to be convex and present in empty space (black background), neither secondary light (inter-reflection) nor cast shadow needed to be taken into account in the computation of the luminance values of the polyhedral faces. In a scene consisting of perfectly diffuse (Lambertian) surfaces under a single collimated light source, the luminance of the light scattered from a surface is given by the product of the reflectance and the irradiance. The irradiance is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the direction of light and the normal of the surface. Let us denote by I(x, y) the luminance seen when looking at the position (x, y) of a surface, R the reflectance, E the incident radiant power with unit magnitude, d the vector of the direction of light, and n the vector of the surface normal. The luminance of a surface under the collimated light source is given by the product of these terms:
However, under the hemispherical diffuse-lighting condition, the irradiance is given by the sum of one plus the cosine of angular difference subtended by the light direction and the surface normal, divided by two. This was already derived by Lambert for the case of illumination of a space shadowed by an infinitely long wall and lit by diffused light from the sky (Gershun 1939, page 73) . Consequently, the luminance of a surface under the hemispherical diffuse-lighting mode is computed as:
Twenty-six directions of illumination, differing in azimuth (À1358, À908, À458, 08, 458, 908, 1358, 1808) and elevation (À908, À458, 08, 458, 908), were used for the two lighting conditions. Images of polyhedra rendered with these directions are shown in figure 3 . The simulated light was spectrally nonselective (achromatic), and the magnitude was equivalent to the maximum of the display screen (36 cd m À2 ).
2.1.2 Procedure. Observers' performances were measured by an asymmetric-illuminationdirection-matching procedure. In each trial, observers were presented with two rotating polyhedra at the centers of the two halves of a CRT screen: a dodecahedron on the left and a multi-face polyhedron on the right. One of the two lighting modes and one of the 26 illumination directions chosen randomly as test lighting mode and test direction were used to render the faces of the dodecahedron on the left. The same lighting mode, but a variant of the test direction, was used for the rendering of the faces of the polyhedron on the right. Observers were asked to adjust the direction of illumination in the right polyhedron to match that in the left dodecahedron by moving the mouse (the positions of the mouse were converted into the azimuth and elevation components of the direction vector that was used to update the luminance 2.1.3 Observers. Four observers participated in experiment 1, all of whom had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision. None of them was aware of the nature and purpose of the experiment.
Results
Mean match directions for 52 conditions consisting of 2 lighting modes and 26 test directions and for four observers together with corresponding test directions are shown in figure 3. Unfilled triangles and circles in each inset indicate mean match directions under the collimated and hemispherically diffuse lighting conditions, respectively, while the cross represents the corresponding test direction denoted by the angles of azimuth and elevation at the bottom. Filled triangles and circles are the grand mean of the match directions of four observers. In order to improve visualization of deviation patterns and facilitate comparisons between different conditions, all the direction vectors were rotated together about the origin of the shape such that the test directions corresponded to the viewing direction (0, 0, 1). This was achieved by rotating the vectors back about the z-axis by the azimuth angle of the test direction and then by rotating the resultant vectors about the y-axis by the test elevation angle. After the first rotation, all the test directions had azimuth angle 08 like those polyhedra in the fourth column, and after the second rotation they had elevation angle 908 like the polyhedra in the fifth and tenth rows of the fourth column (note that the image of polyhedron in the first row of the fourth column is invisible because it has elevation angle À908 under the collimated lighting). Thus, vertical distances between the match symbols and the horizontal line indicate deviations in the azimuth angle, whereas horizontal distances between the match symbols and vertical line represent discrepancies in the elevation angle. The outer circle enclosing the symbols subtends 308 in 3-D angle away from the test direction.
When the condition of the two extreme test directions (08, À908) and (08, 908) is excluded, this experiment can be taken as a three factors' design of lighting mode (2 levels), azimuth (8 levels), and elevation (3 levels). Since the match and test directions are 3-D vectors, discrepancies between the two vectors can be analyzed in terms of 3-D angle, azimuth, and elevation components, separately. Dot product of two unit vectors indicates the extent of similarity or correlation between them. 3-D angles were obtained from the inverse cosine of dot product of test and match (unit) vectors, while azimuth and elevation component angles were obtained by subtracting test from match components, respectively. Notice that 3-D angle difference indicates only the magnitude of errors, whereas azimuth and elevation differences have both the magnitude and direction (or sign) of errors. With each of these data types, we did statistical analyses separately for the four observers (we report only the cases where statistical test results are in unanimous agreement for all four observers). In terms of 3-D angle discrepancies, no significant difference was found between the two lighting modes, or between the azimuth components. However, there was a significant difference between the test elevations (F 2 16 7X98, p 5 0X05; F 2 16 5X86, p 5 0X05; F 2 18 9X10, p 5 0X05; F 2 15 187X04, p 5 0X01), and a significant interaction between the lighting mode and the test elevations (F 2 16 29X76, p 5 0X01; F 2 16 5X85, p 5 0X05; F 2 18 7X78, p 5 0X05; F 2 15 15X66, p 5 0X01). Figure 4a shows 3-D angle deviations over the three test elevation angles and the two lighting modes. The height of the bars indicates , ,
, the magnitude of mean match deviations from the test direction that were averaged over the azimuth direction and the four observers. Match discrepancy increases as the test elevation increases from À458 to 458. Observers performed better at test elevation À458 (rear: opposite to the viewing direction) than at 458 (frontal: the same as the viewing direction). One should bear in mind that, although the 3-D angle represents the absolute size of angular differences between the test and match vectors, it doesn't tell us how one vector is oriented with respect to the other. It might happen that two vectors for a given test direction, producing the same magnitude of 3-D angle but having opposite directions, will average out in the mean deviation. For this reason, azimuth and elevation components of match deviations were tested separately. For the azimuth components, there was a statistically significant difference between different test azimuth conditions (F 7 11 9X87, p 5 0X05; F 7 11 35X47, p 5 0X01; F 7 13 5X10, p 5 0X05; F 7 10 106X90, p 5 0X01), but no difference between the lighting modes or between elevation conditions. Figure 4b shows average azimuth deviations (gray arrows) from the test azimuth directions (black arrows). Those test directions having azimuth between À908 and 08 were perceived as having rotated clockwise, whereas the rest were judged as having rotated counterclockwise. For the elevation components, we found a statistically significant difference between the test elevation components (F 2 16 51X33, p 5 0X01; F 2 16 28X47, p 5 0X05; F 2 18 60X02, p 5 0X001; F 2 15 264X48, p 5 0X001) and a significant interaction between the lighting mode and test elevation components (F 2 16 29X82, p 5 0X01; F 2 16 22X47, p 5 0X05; F 2 18 54X14, p 5 0X001; F 2 15 61X48, p 5 0X001). As shown in figure 4c , the elevation angles of match deviations differ in sign between the frontal , , and rear directions. In both frontal and rear test directions, estimated elevation components tended to be turned away from the image plane.
Discussion
One might argue that the orientation of the surface elements for all possible natural scenes is distributed isotropically (Pentland 1982) . Once these surfaces are irradiated from a particular direction of illumination, they take on differing intensities correlated to their orientations, whose distribution is no longer isotropic, but biased in a way depending on the direction of illumination. In the case of a convex object, the neighboring surfaces have monotonically increasing or decreasing intensities, reaching a peak at the position whose normal vector points to the source of light. For the surface of a 3-D convex shape, under a single source of light, the distribution of image intensities is symmetric about the line connecting the darkest and the brightest points, which corresponds to the azimuth component of the illumination. In fact, the azimuth component of the illumination direction does not contribute to the generation of intensity variations in the resultant image, but determines the orientation of the intensity pattern on the 2-D image plane. What produces variations in the intensity distribution is the elevation component together with the orientation of the surface. So the azimuthal component can easily be estimated by extracting this line and pointing to the bright side of the intensity distribution along this line. There is no doubt that this strategy was used by human observers in a recent study where observers made a large number of 1808 azimuth errors in estimating the illumination direction from 3-D texture images . Did our observers rely on this strategy? If so, there should have been no difference in azimuthal deviations for different test azimuthal directions. The result of the present study demonstrated that the estimates of the azimuth component were biased towards counterclockwise directions for the test directions ranging from 458 through to À1358, and towards clockwise directions for the directions ranging from À908 to 08, which is different from what is expected from the assumption of the visual system that the light is coming from`above' or above-left' (Gibson 1950; Berbaum et al 1983; Ramachandran 1988; Howard et al 1990; Mamassian and Goutcher 2001) . The estimate of the elevation component requires non-trivial inverse optics (undoing the image formation processes of forward optics). Because intensity variations are a composite function of the illumination elevation and the surface orientation, the extraction of one component requires preceding or concurring access to the other. Since the orientation of the faces of the dodecahedron was accessible via not only shading but also motion parallax (dodecahedrons were always rotating while observers were performing the task), one can assume that the estimate of the elevation component could not differ for different conditions. The present study, however, showed that the elevation estimation can vary with test elevation and lighting modes. Match elevations to rear (À458) and frontal (458) test elevations were perceived as diverging away from the image plane. It is not clear why these biases occurred.
One can imagine that it would be easier to estimate the direction of illumination in images rendered under collimated lighting than under hemispherical diffuse-lighting conditions. Intensity gradients produced by collimated beams are steeper than those produced by hemispherical diffuse beams so the former will produce a higher level of contrasts between different faces than the latter. In addition, body shadows (but not cast shadows, because the shape was simulated as being in empty space) are produced under collimated light but not under hemispherical diffuse light; these can serve as guidance for narrowing down the illumination direction. Despite these apparent advantages, however, the collimated lighting did not lead to a better performance in estimating the direction of illumination. One possibility is that observers might match overall intensity patterns of the test and match shapes, rather than extracting the direction vector explicitly. To rule out this possibility, in experiment 2 we used a second probe with an arrow and asked observers to set the direction vector with this probe.
Experiment 2
The surface, simulated in experiment 1 as yielding constant, equal surface radiance in all possible directions, was that of a perfectly diffuse reflection, an example of the Lambertian reflection, which approximates the reflection of a matte surface reasonably well. However, most everyday material surfaces rarely bear a close resemblance to a Lambertian surface. Many have not only reflection due to internal scattering (body reflection) but also reflection occurring at the interface between the material and the surrounding medium (interface reflection). In addition, light scattering can also change, distinctively from one type of material surface to another, as a result of geometrical factors such as surface roughness, and viewing and illumination directions. One consequence of such variability in light reflection is that different types of material surface bring about different BRDFs. In the case of perfectly diffuse surfaces, as can be seen in formulas (1) and (2), the reflectance is a constant multiplier. However, in the case of non-Lambertian surfaces, reflection itself is a function of both viewing direction and illumination direction. Thus, intensity variations are the combined effects of shading and reflection variations. The literature on the perception of shape from shading reports that shape judgments of stimuli built on the basis of perfectly diffuse reflection are not accurate, suggesting that the visual system might not take the Lambertian reflectance model as an assumption of surface reflectance property (Curran and Johnston 1996; Seyama and Sato 1998) . We used four different types of BRDFs as the reflectance of a spherical surface to examine how the estimation of illumination direction is affected by these different types of material surfaces. Three questions were raised: (i) Does the ability to estimate the illumination direction in images of 3-D convex shapes vary with the type of material BRDFs? (ii) Can the perception of the illumination direction be influenced by the light modes (collimated and hemispherical diffuse lighting)? and (iii) Is there an influence of the test direction of illumination in terms of azimuth and elevation? 3.1 Methods 3.1.1 Stimuli. The stimuli were renderings of a sphere and a probe (an arrow erected on the center of a disk), projected orthographically on the centers of the two halves of a CRT screen. The radius of the sphere on the plane of projection was 1.0 deg in visual angle at a viewing distance of 80 cm.
Four different types of BRDFs were used to specify the reflectance of the spherical surface: diffuse scattering, specular scattering, backscattering, and asperity scattering (Pont and te Pas, submitted). Renderings of a sphere with such BRDFs are shown in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. A diffuse surface, as described by the Lambertian assumption (constant BRDF), looks dullish or paper-like. Specular scattering occurs in the direction of the classical mirror; it can be arbitrarily narrow, but is usually broadened owing to surface irregularities. Backscattering light generally occurs on a surface blemished by numerous irregular bumps and pits, which make it look flat like the surface of the full moon. Asperity scattering is like the surface of a velvet or peach (Lu et al 1998; Koenderink et al 1999; Pont and te Pas, submitted) . These BRDFs are defined as follows (Koenderink and Pont 2003b ):
Specular scattering Backscattering
Asperity scattering
Here i is angle of incidence, j is the angle of exit, n is normal of surface, h is half of the incident and exit angles, h (i j a2, and k is the edge darkening factor. As can be seen in equations (3)^(6), these BRDFs have parameters, k or a, which determine the extent of intensity gradients on the surface. Values of k and a used in the present study were 2 for diffuse, backscattering, and asperity scattering, and 1 for specular scattering.
To find the luminance of a surface under collimated light, one first computes the albedo as a function of illumination and viewing directions, and then multiplies the illuminance and the cosine component as follows:
Under hemispherical diffuse lighting, the irradiance at each point can be taken as a composite of the component collimated beams that are coming from all possible directions within a given hemispherical space. A Monte-Carlo sampling technique was used to obtain these component beams (sampling light vectors randomly from all possible spherical directions). The luminance of a surface under the hemispherical diffuse lighting was given by integrating the component reflections:
where do was a fractional 3-D solid angle in a hemispherical space. 25 test directions of illumination differing in azimuth (À1358, À908, À458, 08, 458, 908, 1358, 1808) and elevation (À458, 08, 458, 908) were used for the renderings of the spherical surface.
3.1.2 Procedure. In each trial, observers were presented with a sphere in the center of the left half of the screen and a probe in the center of the right half of the screen. One of the 4 types of surface materials, one of the 2 lighting modes and one of 25 illumination directions pseudorandomly chosen were used to render the test sphere. Observers adjusted the direction of the arrow of the probe to indicate perceived direction of illumination on the test shape. There were 200 combinations of test materials, test lighting modes, and test illumination directions: 4 material type62 lighting mode625 illumination directions. One set of 200 trials was assessed in each single session. 10 observations were obtained for each condition of the test material, test lighting mode, and test direction combination in the course of 10 sessions for all observers. A single session lasted about 50 min.
3.1.3 Observers. Four observers participated in experiment 2, two of whom had participated in experiment 1; all observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color vision. None was aware of the nature and purpose of the experiment.
Results
In the same manner as in experiment 1, mean match directions of 50 conditions consisting of 2 lighting modes and 25 test directions are shown, separately for 4 types of material surfaces, in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. In each inset, the triangles and circles indicate match directions under the collimated and hemispherical diffuse-lighting conditions, respectively; the cross represents the test directions with the angles of the azimuth and elevation components denoted at the bottom. In order to improve the visualization of patterns of deviations and facilitate comparisons between different conditions, we rotated these direction vectors together about the origin of the sphere such that the test directions corresponded to the viewing direction (0, 0, 1). Horizontal distance from the cross represents deviations in the elevation component while vertical distance indicates deviations in the azimuth component. The length of the radius of the circle enclosing symbols subtends 908 in 3-D angle.
When the condition of one test direction (0, 0, 1, or 08 and 908 in azimuth and elevation angle) that is identical to the viewing direction is excluded, this experiment can be taken as a four factors' design of material surface type, lighting mode, azimuth, and elevation, for which the 3-D angle, azimuth, and elevation components of match deviations were compared statistically, separately for four observers. For all four observers there were statistically significant differences in 3-D angle deviations between different material types (F 3 7 27X48, p 5 0X001; F 3 7 6X97, p 5 0X01; F 3 7 50X37, p 5 0X001; F 3 7 183X26, p 5 0X001) and between different test elevation directions (F 2 8 166X33, p 5 0X001; F 2 8 69X93, p 5 0X001; F 2 8 36X23, p 5 0X001; F 2 8 8X79, p 5 0X01). Figure 9a shows mean match deviations in the angle for 4 different types of material surfaces and 3 different test elevation directions. 3-D angle deviations were largest in the order of backscattering, asperity, specular, and diffuse scattering material types, and largest in the test elevation 08 for all the types of surface materials.
Elevation components of match deviations were also statistically different between different types of surface materials (F 3 7 9X50, p 5 0X05; F 3 7 31X18, p 5 0X001; F 3 7 5X61, p 5 0X05; F 3 7 18X88, p 5 0X01), between lighting modes (F 1 9 12X67, p 5 0X01; F 1 9 10X83, p 5 0X01; F 1 9 22X19, p 5 0X01; F 1 9 69X18, p 5 0X001) and between different test elevation directions (F 2 8 56X37, p 5 0X001; F 2 8 7X19, p 5 0X05; F 2 8 192X86, p 5 0X001; F 2 8 8X74, p 5 0X05). Mean deviations were larger with diffuse and specular surfaces than with backscattering and asperity surfaces, as shown in figure 9b . Apparent reverse ordering between 3-D angle and elevation component deviations suggests that the direction estimate made from the backscattering and asperity scattering surface types can be more variable than that from the diffuse and specular types, but, overall, the estimation is less biased with the former types than with the latter types.
In terms of the lighting mode, elevation discrepancy was greater with hemispherical diffuse lighting than with collimated lighting (figure 9c). The signs of deviations in the two lighting conditions were opposite: the elevation component under collimated lighting condition was judged to be rotated away from the viewing direction, whereas, under hemispherical diffuse lighting, the elevation component was perceived to be turned towards the viewing direction. The result is contrasted with that of experiment 1 in which no significant difference was found between the same two lighting conditions. In experiment 1, a single diffuse surface was used; but in experiment 2, 4 surface types including 3 non-Lambertian surfaces were used, so that one can say that the results of experiment 2 were more comprehensive.
In terms of the test elevations (figure 9d), the estimates of the rear test direction of À458 elevations were perceived as rotated away from the viewing direction, whereas those of the frontal test direction of 458 elevation were judged to be turned towards the viewing direction. This is in agreement with the result of experiment 1 (figure 3).
Azimuth components were not significantly different between different conditions.
Discussion
In classical computational approaches to shape from shading it is often assumed that image shading is due solely to the combined effects of surface orientation and illumination direction but not to the material properties of the surface reflectance (Horn and Brooks 1989) . Although this assumption allows one to treat intensity gradients as a representation of surface orientation or shape, the assumption holds only for the case where the surface finish is a perfectly diffuse material (the so-called Lambertian surface).
Indeed, as can be seen in formulas (1) and (2), the reflectance, as a constant multiplier, does not make any contribution to the generation of intensity variations. In the present study, however, we provided two other cases where intensity distribution was altered by the surface material and the lighting field, and examined how these two factors can affect the perception of illumination direction. The results of experiment 2 showed that the estimate of illumination direction in the image of 3-D convex shape differed with different types of material surface. Deviations in 3-D angle were greater with backscattering and asperity scattering materials, whereas those in elevation components of 3-D angle were in reverse order, indicating that the estimation of illumination direction was more variable and less precise with backscattering and asperity scattering materials than with diffuse and specular surfaces. Intensity gradients derived from backscattering and asperity scattering surfaces are more or less shallower in the central regions of the shape and steeper in the boundary regions than those derived from diffuse and specular scattering material surfaces. As a consequence, the shape rendered with the former material types looks flatter than that with the latter material types (Khang et al 2004) . This suggests that it is easier to estimate the illumination direction with image shadings having more or less evenly distributed gradients than with image shadings that have drastically varying gradients. Performance differences between the surface materials could be attributed to differences in the distribution of gradients, which indicates that observers are not very good at properly dividing intensity distribution into the contributions of surface reflectance and surface orientation and illumination direction. Intensity variations, as mentioned above, can also be altered with the light fields. Collimated lighting produces image shading with a higher level of contrasts between regions of different orientations than does hemispherical diffuse lighting. In addition, there are body shadows under collimated lighting, but none under hemispherical lighting. Shadows are known to be an effective cue to make explicit the spatial relationships between objects and their surroundings. Although this is applicable mostly to cast shadows, not present in the current displays, body shadows can still make contributions to narrowing down the test direction because they are formed on the side opposite to the direction from which the light is coming. On the basis of these differences between the two lighting conditions, one can tell that the illumination direction will be easier to estimate under collimated lighting than under hemispherical diffuse lighting, which is in good agreement with the result of experiment 2. Deviations in the estimation of the elevation components were smaller under collimated lighting than under hemispherical lighting conditions.
The superiority of collimated lighting in the task of illumination direction estimation is contrasted with the inferiority of this mode of lighting in the task of surface reflectance discrimination. In a recent study on the perception of surface reflectance, Khang et al (2003) demonstrated that the estimation of surface reflectance was better with hemispherical diffuse lighting than with collimated lighting. In this study, observers were presented with two polyhedra, one having uniform reflectance faces and the other non-uniform faces, and were asked to choose the one that had non-uniform reflectance faces under the same two lighting conditions as those used in the present study. Discrimination thresholds were lower in hemispherical diffuse lighting than in collimated lighting conditions. Hemispherical diffuse lighting, often described among photographers as a kind of light that creeps around the surfaces of objects, may be more suitable for tasks that demand surface details.
The intrinsic-image models (Bergstrom 1977; Barrow and Tenenbaum 1978; Adelson and Pentland 1990) suggest that, at an early stage of visual processing, the retinal image is parsed into a family of intrinsic scene characteristics, which correspond to the underlying physical causes of image formation such as surface reflectance, illumination direction, and surface orientation. The central problem in recovering these separate components, however, lies in the fact that any single intensity in the retinal image confounds the information about the underlying physical causes; there is an infinity of combinations of illumination, surface orientation, and surface reflectance that could produce exactly the same pattern of image shading. Although image formation is deterministic and founded firmly on physics, image shading, once formed, does not provide any unique interpretation. The only hope of parsing image shading is to make assumptions about the world and to exploit the constraints they imply. One of these assumptions may include homogeneity of surface material properties and illumination flux. In other words, for a given object, the physical properties of the surface of an object are homogeneous over the surface areas and the magnitude of normal illumination flux is homogeneous spatially throughout the entire scene. Implicit in the assumptions of homogeneity is that intensity variations in image shading are caused solely by the extrinsic factors of surface orientation not by the inherent properties of surface material, which makes it legitimate to treat intensity gradients as a representation of surface geometry variations (orientation, shape, or distance). In the present study, we introduced material surface types that are in conflict with this implicit assumption, which are those non-Lambertian surface BRDFs that contribute, on their own, to the creation of intensity variations. If the physical causes of a given image shading had been disentangled perfectly into the illumination direction, surface orientation, and surface reflectance, as suggested in the intrinsic-image models, there would have been no difference in the estimate of illumination direction for different surface materials. The effect of the surface type treatment in experiment 2, however, suggests that those portions of intensity variations attributed to surface types were mistaken as if they were due to the extrinsic components, possibly the surface shape. Doesn't a full moon look like a flat disk despite the fact that we are aware it is a sphere? Consider two examples of image shading rendered with two surface material types, diffuse and asperity scattering. Other things being equal, the difference in image shading between the pair is due to the difference in light reflection. If observers are able to take this into account, which is exactly what the intrinsic-image models suggest, one expects that the observers' estimates of the illumination direction will not differ for the two material types. A recent study about the perception of shape from shading (Khang et al 2004) has demonstrated that perceived orientations of a spherical surface rendered with the same two material surface types were different; the asperity scattering surface shape was perceived as much flatter than the diffuse scattering surface shape, which is another indication that intensity variations due to the surface material were treated as being due to the extrinsic factor of the surface orientation. In a nutshell, homogeneity of surface material properties is one of the assumptions required for estimating illumination direction, but light reflection of non-Lambertian surfaces is ignored. The visual system apparently treats these variations as being due to the shape.
One may wonder whether it is right to use differences in performances as evidence against the intrinsic-image models, because differences could also be made by differences in task difficulty, regardless of how the intrinsic causes were represented at an abstract level of visual processing. Indeed, 3-D angle differences between the test and match direction, indicating the magnitude of errors, seem to suggest that the illumination direction estimation from distinct types of material surfaces could differ in task difficulty. However, this may not be the whole story. Even though 3-D angle difference can be interpreted as an indication of task difficulty, its components, elevation, and azimuth angle differences represent not only error but also`bias'. Note that, aforementioned 3-D angle differences indicate only the magnitude of errors, whereas azimuth and elevation component deviations have both the magnitude and sign of errors. If 3-D angle deviations had been caused solely by differences in task difficulty, no difference in the two component angles between different conditions would have been expected. Figures 9a, 9c , and 9d show that deviations in elevation component vary with the surface type, with the lighting mode, and with the test elevation component. These results suggest that observers' settings reflect biases of the visual system to the experimental treatments rather than measurement errors. If the intrinsic causes were represented in a stage of visual processing as veridically as the intrinsic-image models suggested, one would not expect these biases.
In the present study, two different probesöa multifaceted sphere in experiment 1 and an arrow in experiment 2öwere employed to measure perceived direction of illumination. One might wonder if observers would use different kinds of strategies, heuristics, or information, which could lead to a difference in the illumination-direction perception. For instance, with a sphere probe in experiment 1 they could match overall patterns of intensity distribution between the test polyhedron and sphere, whereas with an arrow probe in experiment 2 they could pay more attention to local image properties such as the brightest or darkest point, symmetry line or intensity gradients, seemingly serving as cues for the extraction of illumination direction. Since the perfectly diffuse surface was the one material surface type used in both experiments, it gave us an opportunity to test whether the perception of illumination direction was affected by the probe. We combined the data from experiment 1 and those of the diffuse scattering material type from experiment 2 and did statistical tests in terms of 3-D angle, azimuth, and elevation components (here, the probe was treated as a between-subjects variable). No significant difference between the two probes was found for all the three dependent measures.
Summary
In two experiments, we examined whether the perception of illumination direction in images of 3-D convex objects was affected by the light field, the surface material type, and the test illumination direction. In experiment 1 we used an illumination matching procedure in order to measure observers' ability to estimate the direction of illumination in images of 3-D polyhedra rendered under different light fields and test illumination directions. Results showed that (i) 3-D angle discrepancies between the test and match directions were larger in frontal test elevation directions (458) than in rear test elevation directions (À458), (ii) azimuth deviations were counterclockwise in 908^À908 test azimuth directions, and (iii) elevation components of match directions tended to be shifted away from the image plane. In experiment 2 we used a sphere and a probe as stimuli to examine whether the estimate of illumination direction was affected by the surface type (BRDF), the light field, and the test illumination direction. Observers set the direction of the arrow of the probe to indicate the direction of illumination perceived in the image of a sphere rendered under these stimulus conditions. Results showed that 3-D angle deviations were larger with backscattering and asperity specular material types than with diffuse scattering material surface types, and largest in the test elevation direction 08. Elevation component deviations were larger in diffuse and specular materials than in backscattering and asperity scattering surface types, and larger in hemispherical diffuse lighting than in collimated lighting.
In conclusion, the perception of illumination direction in images of 3-D convex objects can be influenced by both the surface material and the light field. Although the intensity distribution in image shading can be altered substantially by varying either of these two factors, the visual system may not take these factors into account in estimating the direction of illumination. On the face of this, one can say that the intrinsic-image model does not hold for the perception of illumination direction.
